
Making a Portrait From a Snapshot
by Phil Russell

Wouldn’t it be nice if you had a great snapshot of a friend that you could turn it into 
a studio portrait? With Photoshop 6 and 7, it is fairly simple. There are several steps, but 
if you take them one at a time, you will have no problem.

Start out with your snapshot (Fig.1.).

Fig. 1. Original snapshot

Under Filter select Extract... When the dialog appears use about a 10 size brush in 
the upper right corner of the dialog box (Fig. 2.).

Fig. 2. Extract dialog box



Make sure the Edge Highlighter tool is selected (top left tool in Extract dialog box. 
Trace around the person. Notice that I was inaccurate in a couple of places. We will 
worry about that later. Also, I avoided the ketchup bottle to make a straighter line on 
the right side. You may have to avoid objects in your snapshot as well (Fig. 3.).

Fig. 3. Outlining

Select the Fill tool, second tool in upper left of Extract dialog, and click inside the line 
you drew in the Extract dialog (Fig. 4.). It does not matter what the fill color is. You can 
change it in the upper right of the Extract dialog under Fill if you like.

Fig. 4. Filling it in

Click OK. You can now see some areas to be repaired around the edges (Fig. 5.).



Fig. 5. Ready to correct edges

Go under Layer menu, all the way to the bottom and select Matting. Enter 1 pixel for 
width and click OK. Now select the Eraser tool. Select a small soft edged brush in the 
Toolbar across top of the screen. I used a size 13 brush. Remove the errors around the 
edges (Fig. 6.). 

Fig 6. Corrected edges

Create a new layer, using the Create a New Layer icon at the bottom of the Layers 
palette. (When you hover over the correct icon, the name will appear. Your new layer 
will be Layer 1. Drag it below Layer 0 (Fig. 7.).



Fig. 7. New Layer 1

Next make sure the Swatches palette is visible. If it is not, select it from the Window 
menu. Select the 80% Gray swatch. Each swatch is identified if you hold your cursor 
over it.  Click the little curved arrow in the Background/Foreground tool area. Select 
30% Gray. The swatches now look like Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. End position of swatches

Select the Gradient tool in the Toolbox. Make sure that in the small rectangle 
showing gradients in the Toolbar, the color runs from light on left to dark on right. This 
is Foreground to Background gradient. It may be already selected (Fig. 9.).

Fig. 9. Gradient Editing Bar

Drag a line from upper left to lower right, assuming a light source from the top left. 
You can draw from upper right to lower left if it matches the light source (Fig. 10). 



Fig 10. Completed gradient

Create a new Layer, Layer 2. Press d to reset the Foreground color to black. Under 
Filter menu, select Render and choose Clouds. Go to Edit menu, select Fade Clouds. In the 
dialog box make it 50%. Click OK. If you do not like 50%, monkey with it as you choose 
(Figs. 11 and 12.).

Fig. 11. Fade Clouds



Fig. 12. Cloud Effect

Press Command + E to Merge Layers (Fig. 13.).

Fig. 13. Merging layers

Press the upper right most tool (Rectangular Marquee Tool) and change it to 
Elliptical Marquee Tool. Draw an ellipse in the upper right quadrant of the picture. This 
assumes lighting from the upper right. Change this to upper left if needed. It is all right 
to go into the person with the ellipse (Fig. 14.).



Fig. 14. Making the ellipse

Under Select menu, choose Feather. In the dialog box make it 20 pixels and click OK 
(Fig. 15.).

Fig. 15. Feather Selection dialog

Press Command + L to bring up the Levels dialog box. Move the Midtone (center) 
cursor toward the left to lighten the selected ellipse area. Play with it until you like it 
(Fig. 16.).



Fig. 16. Levels dialog

Click anywhere outside of the ellipse with any marquee tool to deselect the ellipse 
area. Use the Rectangular Marquee Tool to select the rectangular area for your finished 
studio portrait. Under Image menu, select Crop. (Fig. 17.).

Fig. 17. Cropping to finish size

The snapshot I used had the ketchup bottle in the way, which made the final result 
less than perfect. Now that you have the steps, you can do this yourself with snapshots 
you have taken. 
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